How to get to the Dock des Suds?
The MED Kick Off will be held in an 8,000 sqm dock area building –that does not have that
much in common with former MED event venues! At the Dock des Suds hundreds of concerts
and festivals are taking place welcoming more than 250.000 people every year! The right place
for us to celebrate the new MED Programme…

Address:
Dock des Suds
12 rue Urbain V
13002 Marseille
www.dock-des-suds.org

On foot or by bike
From the city center (Vieux Port), it takes you about 30 minutes by foot to reach the Dock des
Suds. You can either follow the rails of the tramway 2 or have a walk all along the new quay
area, passing the MUCEM and the Villa Méditerrannée, the renovated docks, ‘Terrasses du
port’ etc.
Rent a bike:
The city of Marseille offers you the possibility to rent bikes
at around 130 stations throughout the city. You can buy a
short-term ticket with your bank card (7-day ticket).
http://en.levelo-mpm.fr/
Station no. 2279 at Quai du Lazaret is located just some 2minute walk from the Dock des Suds. Find more
information here: http://en.levelo-mpm.fr

Public Transport
Tramway 2 (yellow line) brings you to the stop ARENC LE SILO. From there you just have to
cross the street to arrive at the Dock des Suds.
Alternatively, you can take the Metro 2 (red line) to the stop NATIONAL or DESIREE CLARY
and have a 10 minute walk from there.
Buses:
 Bus n°35: METRO JOLIETTE/ESTAQUE
Stop: Euromed Arenc
 Bus n°70: CANEBIERE/LYCEE SAINTEXUPERY
Stop Euromed Arenc
 Bus n°82: PHARO
CATALANS/EUROMED ARENC
Stop Euromed Arenc

 Bus n°526: CANEBIERE BOURSEHOPITAL NORD
Stop Euromed Arenc
 Bus n°535 : CANEBIERE BOURSEESTAQUE RIAUX
Stop Euromed Arenc

By car
We recommend to use car sharing offers as you can find them on www.covoiturage.fr or
www.blablacar.fr

To arrive at the Docks, use:
 Motorway A55: Exit n°4
 Motorway A7: Exit n°3
 From motorway A50 via the tunnels Prado-Carénage, Vieux-Port, La Major: Exit Les
ports
Parking spots at the Dock des Suds are provided (at Rue Urbain v)

